HOTEL BELVEDERE 3* , 1 Calarasilor Street, zip code 400167, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Set on Cetatuia (Fortress) Hill overlooking Cluj-Napoca, this hotel offers accommodation in 156 guest rooms, free access to the
sauna, gym and indoor pool. Hotel Belvedere provides free wired internet and free private parking. The rooms are equipped with cable TV and
minibars. The private baths have bathtubs and hairdryers.The Belvedere features 3 restaurants serving international cuisine.
Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 1,5 km

Hotel Name
Belvedere
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
40.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
53.00 €

HOTEL LOL ET LOLA 3* , 9 Neagra Street, zip code 400011, Cluj-Napoca

LOL et LOLA is the hotel where you live your passion. Once you cross our threshold, you’ll discover the power to turn dreams into reality and the
courage to shake the patterns of the everyday. Photography, cinema, gastronomy, fashion, dance, sports or any other hobby you enjoy, we have
certainly captured it in one of our 20 hotel rooms. Free WiFi and free concierge services are available. The comfortable and individually furnished
rooms at Hotel Lol et Lola are equipped with air conditioning, safety deposit boxes and minibars. Each room has a flat-screen cable TV and free
newspapers are delivered to the room every morning. A rich buffet breakfast is available in the breakfast room and includes fresh fruit, juices, coffee
and tea, croissants, cold meats and cheese, eggs, yogurts and traditional Romanian dishes such as zacusca and vinete. Free parking is available on
site, upon reservation.
Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 1,1 km

Hotel Name
Lol et Lola
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
53.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
62.00 €

HOTEL HANUL FULLTON 3*, 22-24 Decebal Street, zip code 400037

Hotel features: Hotel Hanul Fullton is situated in Cluj-Napoca close to the Somesul Mic River. It is housed in an old charismatic building with a
beautiful courtyard and features a Gothic cellar.The Hanul Fullton offers 30 air-conditioned rooms with free internet access and minibars, as well as a
cable TV. The private bathroom is fitted with a bath and free toiletries are also at guests' disposal. A safe is provided at the reception.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 1,4 km.

Hotel Name
Hanul Fullton
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
40.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
55.00 €

HOTEL HAMPTON BY HILTON 3 * , 67 B-dul 21 Decembrie 1989 Blvd., zip code 400124

Hotel features: Hampton by Hilton Cluj-Napoca is a 10-minute walk from the Old Town and a 10-minute drive from Cluj-Napoca International Airport.
It offers modern rooms, business facilities, a lounge, and a fitness centre. Free Wi-Fi and free private parking are available.The 109 spacious rooms
are air-conditioned and feature a flat-screen cable TV, a work desk and laptop desk, a safe, tea and coffee-making facilities, and a bathroom with
toiletries and a hairdryer.The Cluj-Napoca Hampton by Hilton offers hot breakfast and there is a 24/7 snack area. Guests can relax in the lobby or
catch up with work in the business centre. For dinner, guests can choose from a light menu.The city centre and major attractions such as St.
Michael’s Church and the Botanical Gardens, as well as several business centres, are within walking distance. The nearest bus stop is 100 m away,
and Cluj-Napoca Train Station is 2.5 km away.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 1,5 km.

Hotel Name
Hampton By Hilton
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
65.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
80.00 €

HOTEL ROYAL CLASSIC 3* , 39 Liviu Rebreanu Street, zip code 400446, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Royal Classic Hotel, situated in the suburb of Gheorgheni and only a 10-minute drive Cluj-Napoca's centre or the airport, offers
modern rooms and apartments with cable TV and free Wi-Fi. All of the air-conditioned accommodation at Classic Hotel, which was opened in April
2010, has a minibar and a work desk.The centre of Cluj-Napoca featuring sights such as the Cluj National Museum of Art, the Ethnographic Museum
of Transylvania and Union Square, is 3.5 km from Royal Hotel.Royal Classic has a 24-hour front desk and offers private on-site parking.The
restaurant at Royal Hotel serves regional Romanian dishes and international cuisine in elegant surroundings. There is also a more casual cafeteria
where guests can enjoy light meals and snacks .All the 55 units, single and double rooms, standard and luxury apartments, have modern facilities, air
conditioning, work desk, mini-bar, television, wireless or cable internet, internal and international phone line, ambiental music, bathroom with bathtub
or shower, hair dryer, shaving device support. The luxury apartments also have large bathrooms with jacuzzi and separate toilets.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 2,8 km.

Hotel Name
Royal Classic
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
45.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
53.00 €

HOTEL SEVEN 3*, 2 Gruia Street, zip code 400171, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Seven Hotel is centrally situated in a tranquil residential zone, near to the train station and within easy access of the tourist spots and
major attractions. WiFi is free of charge throughout the property.The hotel offers 30 accommodation units with a relaxing atmosphere and Italian style
furnishings. The warmly decorated, cosy and homely rooms are large and feature comfortable beds. Every room includes internet services. The
Seven houses an avant-garde restaurant which serves typical Romanian and international cuisine.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 2,2 km.

Hotel Name
Seven
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
37.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
45.00 €

HOTEL TRANSILVANIA 3*, 20 Regele Ferdinand Street, zip code 400110, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Benefiting from a central position on the oldest street of Cluj-Napoca, the historical Hotel Transilvania offers 28 cosy rooms with
wooden floors and private supervised parking.The restaurant as well as the bar provides a rich offer of meals and beverages. In the summertime you
can dine outside on the pleasant terrace.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 950 m

Hotel Name
Transilvania
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
43.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
52.00 €

HOTEL VICTORIA 3*, 21 Decembrie 1989 Blvd., zip code 400094, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Hotel Victoria is situated in the historical centre of Cluj-Napoca and it offers accommodation in 75 guest rooms, with free WiFi internet
access and cable TV.The Victoria serves a rich breakfast buffet and the restaurant offers international cuisine, vegetarian and traditional Romanian
cooking.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 950 m

Hotel Name
Victoria
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Star rating
3*

Rate
Single room / night
36.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
46.00 €

HOTEL GOLDEN TULIP ANA DOME 4*, 129 Observatorului Street, zip code 400352, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Golden Tulip Ana Dome Hotel enjoys a perfect location only 15 minutes from the centre of Cluj-Napoca, easily accessible by public
transportation and by car. Golden Tulip provides free guarded parking on the premises and an underground garage.The property is close to
landmarks such as the Botanical Garden, the Astronomical Observatory or Sigma Shopping Centre. There is a bus stop just across the street from
the Ana Dome Hotel. The Ana Dome impresses with magnificent urban views, a restaurant, a lounge bar. The wellness centre provides relaxation
after a long day.Combining classic design with modern amenities, the 109 rooms are spacious and relaxing and offer a maximum of comfort, while
the bathrooms boast natural stone elements.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 2,7 km.

Hotel Name
Golden
Dome

Tulip
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Star rating
Ana

4*

Rate
Single room / night
70.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
81.00 €

GRAND HOTEL NAPOCA 4*, 1 Octavian Goga Street, zip code 400698 Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Grand Hotel Napoca is located on the meandering Someşul Mic river bank 250 m from Parcul Central. The 156 rooms of Grand Hotel
Napoca have modern décor and come with carpeted floors, air conditioning and a flat-screen TV. There are also tea and coffee making facilities.The
restaurant serves international food and has an à la carte menu. There is also a terrace where guests can relax and view the surroundings.Just 20 m
away there is a bus station. The hotel is also only a 15-minute drive away from the Cluj-Napoca Airport.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 1,7 km.

Hotel Name
Grand Hotel Napoca
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Star rating
4*

Rate
Single room / night
56.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
66.00 €

HOTEL RAMADA 4*, 43-49 Calea Turzii, zip code 400193, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Opened in spring 2012, the 4-star Ramada Hotel Cluj is situated 200 m from the cultural and business centre of Cluj-Napoca. It offers
free access to the luxurious spa and wellness centre with a full panoramic view of the city featuring a gym, dry sauna, steam bath and an indoor pool.
The 100 rooms at the Ramada Hotel Cluj offer air-conditioning, flat-screen TVs and numerous luxurious amenities such as a minibar, executive
lounge access and safety deposit box. Private bathrooms are equipped with shower or bathtub, hairdryer, slippers and a bathrobe.The Avocado
Restaurant & Lounge serves freshly prepared international dishes and La Verona Restaurant offers Italian specialties. A lounge bar in the lobby and a
sun terrace are also available.The Botanical Garden is 3 km from the property, while the Bonţida Bánffy Castle can be reached in 30 km. The Palace
of Justice, Cluj Arena, ExpoTransilvania Exhibition Center and Babeș-Bolyai University can be reached with a 15-minute walk. Main Train Station is 3
km away, while the Cluj-Napoca Airport is just 8.5 km from Ramada Hotel Cluj.
Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 1,2 km.

Hotel Name
Ramada Hotel ClujNapoca
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Star rating
4*

Rate
Single room / night
78.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
91.00 €

HOTEL CITY PLAZA 5* , 9-13 Sindicatelor Street, zip code 400029, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Centrally located in Cluj-Napoca on a quiet street, close to the main historical landmarks, the City Hall and the Central Park, City Plaza
Hotel offers a spa and fitness area including a swimming pool with panoramic views, free high-speed WiFi and free private secured parking.Each unit
at City Plaza features unique decorations combining modern and traditional design. Facilities inside include air conditioning, flat-screen TVs, a
minibar, a safe and complimentary tea and coffee. Rooms fitted for disability access are also available.Guests can enjoy international dishes
prepared by master chefs at the Marco Polo Restaurant. A Swedish breakfast, including home-made pastries and bakery products is served each
morning.In the Salute Per Aqua SPA, guest can enjoy the city views from the terrace or unwind with a relaxation treatment. Complete business
services, including 3 conference rooms, car rental service and transfer services, can also be provided upon request.The property is also close to
many commercial establishments like banks, public institutions and universities, as well as within walking distance from the Botanical Garden, St.
Michael's Catholic Cathedral, Hungarian Opera House and National Theatre. Hotel Rooms: 85
Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 1,1 km.

Hotel Name
City Plaza Napoca
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Star rating
5*

Rate
Single room / night
115.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
128.00 €

HOTEL OPERA PLAZA 5*, 10-12 General Traian Mosoiu Street, zip code 400132, Cluj-Napoca

Hotel features: Set in the historical centre of Cluj-Napoca, only 200 m from the Romanian Opera and 900 m from Unirii Square, Hotel Opera Plaza
features free WiFi and 2 restaurants serving Romanian and international specialties complemented by a wide selection of wines. An indoor pool, a
sauna and a fitness centre are at guests’ disposal, free of charge, while different massages can be arranged at an extra fee. All 64 rooms at the
Opera Plaza are air-conditioned and equipped with soundproofing, a minibar, a safety deposit box, a flat-screen cable TV, and a private bathroom
with free toiletries, bathrobes and slippers. Further facilities at the hotel include free valet parking, a 24-hour front desk and 3 fully-equipped
conference rooms which seat up to 200 people. Hotel Opera Plaza is 2 km from the main train station and 8 km from the International Cluj-Napoca
Airport. Shuttle transfers can be arranged upon request, at a surcharge.

Walking distance to „Babes Bolyai University” : 950 m.

Hotel Name
Opera Plaza
Opera Plaza
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Star rating
4*
5*

Rate
Single room / night
80.00 €
92.00 €

Rate
Double room / night
97.00 €
110.00 €

Notes:


Accommodation rates are valid for 29th of June – 01st of July 2017.



All rates include B&B, 9%Vat and are available only for standard rooms / night.



The accommodation is sold on a first come, first served basis.



Estimated price for transfers from/to Cluj-Napoca Airport:
15 €/One Way/ 1-4 pers (by car)
30 €/One Way/ 1-7 pers (by minibus)



For further information and bookings, please contact our accommodation office using the following contact details:
E-mail: business@eximtur.ro
Tel: +40-264-433.569
Fax: +40-364-803.727
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